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 79 Honda cx500c bobber - $1500 
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I have for sale my 79 Honda cx500c. Solo seat and
monoshock conversion have been done to it. Rae san hall
affect sensor ignition (fully updated cdi ignition) and it has a
motogadget m-unit to control and power all other electronics.
Lots of time and lots of money has been put into this but it
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1979 Homda cx500c  

fuel: gas  

odometer: 17000  

title status: clean  

transmission: manual  

do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers

post id: 6428788084  posted: 10 days ago

updated: about 3 hours ago  email to friend  ♥ best of [?]

safety tips
prohibited items
product recalls
avoiding scams

© CL  help  safety  privacy  terms  about  desktop

still does not run. Motor has been gone through even and
checked. That being said my asking price is 1500 or best
offer. Clean title. You can call or text me at show contact info
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